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PREFACE 
I became interested in the plays of Arthur Miller after readi11g 
Death of ~ SaJ.esman. This, I felt, was one of the most significant 
plays that had been written .for the contemporary theatre. After reading 
his other plays, I discovered a recurring theme in his work: the dig-
nity of man. Possibly because of the recency of his plays, little 
critical. work has been done in this field. No one, to my knowledge, 
with the exception of Arthur Miller himself in his appraisal and crit-
icism of his plays, has done arzything with the idea of human dignity in 
these plays. For this reason I felt that work could profitably be done 
on this subject. 
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to Dr. Clinton c. Keeler 
for his helpful suggestions and much-needed encouragernent while I 1-ras 
writing this paper. I also want to thank Dr. Daniel R. Kroll and 
Dr. William R. Van Riper for their aid in the preparation of this 
thesis. And to my wife, Mary Lynne, I am greatly indebted for her 
patient but skillful retyping of coITection after coITection, revision 
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Arthur Miller is considered to be one of the foremost contemporary 
playwrights in the United States. His plays have met with overwhelming 
success in theaters not only in the United States but throughout the 
world. Death of !l Salesman, in particular, has received much acclaim. 
John Mason Brown has stated that Death of~ Salesman is ttthe most 
poignant statement of man as he must face himself to have come out of 
the theatre. 111 Harold Clurman has commented that this play nis one of 
the outstanding plays in the repertory of the Amer-lean theatre. 112 Its 
popularity in this country cannot be denied. In Spain it ran longer 
than any other modern play. When it was produced in a northern town i n 
Norway, the Arctic .fishermen returned night after night to view the 
spectacle of Willy' s destruction as if there were something mystical 
about the whole thing.3 Although Miller has written only five plays 
that have been successfully produced, he has had a profound influence 
upon the contemporary theatre. 
Millar got off to a slow start in his literary career, writing 
play after play that was not accepted and having The Man }:lli2 Had fil 
1John Mason BrO\m, "Even as You and I, n Still Seed.pg ThirJBS (New 
York, 1950), P• 198. 
2Harold Clurman, Lies I4!s£ Truth (New York, 1958), p. 68 : 
3Arthur Miller, Collected Plays (London, 1958), p. 27-28. 
2 
the ~ fail dismally after an abortive four-day run on Broadway. He 
finally achieved national recognition with the publication of Focus, a 
novel about anti-Semitism. Two years later, in 1947, fil !:l! ~ was 
successfully produced on Broadway. This play met with immediate popu-
larity and subsequently won the Critics Award for the best play of the 
year. In two more years, Death f21. !!! Salesman appeared and met with 
similar success on Broadway, receiving an even greater reception than 
All~ Sons. For this play he received the Pulitzer Prize. Death of 
a Salesman is considered by most critics to be Miller's most significant, 
meaningfU.l, and effective work. The pitiful and, in places, terrifying 
spectacle of Willy's despair and ultimate suicide gr ips the heart of 
most viewers, for the play exposes the folly of Willy's values and 
ideals, the sru, e values and ideals that many millions of Americans ap-
parently hold to varying degrees. Willy's uniqueness produces pity in 
the viewer; his universality, terror. Before working on another play 
of his own, in 1950 Miller published an adaptation of Ibsen's~ Ene& 
of~ People, which was produced on Broadway. He was struck by its 
powerful. theme and forceful action, yet felt that it needed modernizing 
for a contemporary audience. In 1953, partially in response to the 
"witch-hunts" instigated by Senator HcCarthy, Miller wrote The Crucible, 
a drama whose action concerns the witch-hunts of old Salem in 1692. The 
impact of the play was magnified by its application to a particular 
situation in the United States in the early fifties. iller ·writes that 
"the night of its opening was a time when the gale from the Right was 
blowing at its .fullest .fury. 114 His next effor·t was a combination of 
two short plays, produced together in 1955. ! Memory of Two Mondays, 
4Ibid., P• 47. 
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the first and shorter of the plays, does little more than create a 
general impression. Reminiscent of Miller' s own adolescence, the action 
takes place in a shipping room of a warehouse in which many characters 
come and go sporadically. The second play, ! View from the Bridge, is 
much more significant. Although neither play ras very popular on Broad-
way,! View from the Bridge was revised and produced in London, where 
it was extremely well received. These tffo plays are Miller's last 
literary productions. Since 1955 h:i.s creative powers have been dormant., 
but mu.ch is expected of him in the future. Clu.rman has said that in 
the Araerican theatre "today Miller has becoine the white hope. u5 
All of Miller's plays seem to have many basic similarities. Even 
a superficial inspection of the plays makeo this apparent . They are 
all serious in nature, they deal m.th common man in his actual environ-
ment, and they portray men in conflict, not, usually with one another, 
but ·with some superior, nearly inexorable force. A deeper investigation 
of the situations in these plays sheds further light on their common 
characteristics. The settings and particular conflicts in them vary 
considerably, but characterization is an important aspect of the plays 
in which we find similarities. 
Characterization is perhaps the most important element in Miller's 
plays, in contrast to Aristotle's concept that plot should be of primary 
importance. In all of the plays, ·with the exception of ! 1emory of ~ 
1ondays, the focus is placed on character. The men themselves-- illy, 
Biff, Chris, Proctor, and Eddie--are the essence of the drama. The 
action only serves to reveal these men's characters to the audience. 
One critic stated that "! ~ !!:2E! the Bridge must rise or fall on its 
5c1urman, p. 42. 
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dramatic effectiveness as a character study of Eddie Carbone. 116 This 
might also be said of the other plays, for in them characterization is 
the most significant element. The power and strength of Miller's plays 
lie in his ability to create a character whom we ca.n understand and with 
whom we can identify ourselves. It is the characters in the play with 
which the audience is principally concerned. l1iller himself has said: 
The "actor" is a person, and he no sooner appears than certain 
elementary questions are broached. Who is he? What is he 
doing here? How does he live or make his living? Who is he 
related to? Is he rich or poor? What does he think of him-
self? What do other people think of him, and why? What are 
his hopes and fears; a.nd what does he say they are? 7 ihat 
does he claim to want, and what does he really want? 
The problem of this study is to determine whether the various 
characters in Miller's plays are similar, and, if so, in what respect 
and to what extent. Obviously the settings and plots are different in 
each play, but what common traits can be found in the characters? In 
All~~ and Death of!! Salesman we find middle-class merchants, the 
paragon of the average American; in The Crucible the scene shifts to 
Salem in the year 1692, but ne still can see the protagonist, John 
Proctor, struggling for basically the same thing that Willy and Bi.ff 
Loman and Joe and Chris Keller are searching for. Again in A View from ---
the Bridge, which talces place in a poor section of New York City, we 
discover Eddie fighting for essentially the same thing. 
And so we can di..,cern a common characteristic in these men. It is 
their search for dignity. 'l'his perhaps needs explanation. These men 
are striving for recognition, for respect. In some cases this respect 
6Henry Hewes, "Death of a Longshoreman," Saturday Review, October 
1.5, 19.5.5, P• 26. 
7co11.ected Plays, p. 4. 
is bestowed by society, such as Willy's; in others the respect is self-
respect or the respect of loved ones, such as Joe Keller and Proctor. 
In reality it is the search for self, for identity, the need of a roan 
to discover who he really is. Oedipus is searching for this dignity as 
he pursues the truth a.bout himself. Too, dignity may be achieved through 
the assertion of individuality. This is exemplified in Elizabethan 
drama by Cordelia in ~ Lear, who refuses to comply with her father's 
foolish wishes, and in Greek drama by Prometheus in Aeschylus' tragedy. 
These characters feel that they must have this dignity. As Miller says, 
it is "a need to leave a thumbprint somewhere on the world. A need for 
irnmortality, and by admitting it, the kno dng that one has carefully 
inscribed one's name on a cake of ice on a hot July day. 118 Applicable 
here, too, is Tennessee Williams' statement that "the great and only 
possible dignity of man lies in his power deliberately to choose certain 
moral values by which to live. 119 
This desire for dignity is a basic underlying quality that we find 
in all of the characters under consideration in this paper. Willy Loman, 
Biff, Joe Keller, Chris, John Proctor, Eddie, even Dr. Stockman in~ 
Enemy of the People--they all fervently want what they consider to be 
dignity. In!. View from the Bridge F.d.dic screams that Harco has deprived 
him of his dignity, his respect: nwipin' the neighborhood with my name 
\.. 
like a dirty rag! I want my name,~rco. Now gimme rrry name and we go 
together to the wedding. 1110 Basically., this is what all of Miller's 
8Ibid., P• 29. 
9Tennessee Williams, The Rose Tattoo, (New York, 1950), p. ix of 
preface. 
lOcollected Pla~, p. 438. 
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characters desire. It is the need for individuality, for discovering 
one's identity, that propels these charact rs forward in their relentless 
search for meaning. 
The search itself is another common aspect of these plays. These 
characters not only have aspirations that are similar, they all actively 
pursue them. None of these men are of the timid sort who cannot over-
come inertia. They all attempt to assert their individuality in one way 
or another. They rebel against uhat seems to be degrading them. No 
effort w.i.11 be made to establish the idea that these characters are 
really tragic figures, but I believe that what Miller himself says in 
his essay "Tragedy and the Common Man" is of significance in reinforcing 
the idea that these characters all act to fulfill their conception of 
dignity. He speaks of a character's flaw as being 11his inherent unwil-
lingness to remain passive in the face of what he conceives to be a 
challenge to his dignity, his image of his rightful status. Only the 
passive, only those uho accept their lot without active retaliation, are 
'flawless.' 11ll This idea is relevant to all of the characters under 
consideration. They all refuse to remain passive in the face of what 
seems to degrade them; they feel compelled to act, to struggle against 
whatever seems to prevent their attaining the desired goal. Will y 's 
suicide, Proctor's refusal to have his confession made public, Chris's 
relentless pursuit of the truth about his father, Eddie's challenge to 
Marco--all are examples of their refusal to be submissive, their com-
pulsion to act in accordance 111th this deep-rooted desire to find 
dignity. This is the important idea here: all of the characters over-
come passivity and move in the direction in which they think dignity lies. 
llArthur Miller, "Tragedy and the Connnon Man, 11 Theatre Arts, March 
1951, p. 48. 
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Finally, r.rost consider t1 resolution of this probl , • All of 
th o ch., ucters ically utJ rt diPnity and they all act 1n a IaY that 
~ most likely to s cur this dignity.. Tl o question that 
arises mtur..tl one: do t.hcy attain it'l Th <"i'1lestion is a difficult 
ono to ans r r . o vttr'Y"lnc dogr s all of' thcs characters succe • .But 
in c tl o ~uccess is or a sh.:illo 1 an rnroninele s sort;. , our or 
the cha~ cters die to secure thi.,. dienity. The ot her t 10, 13'.lf.f' and v,u,·.LO, 
ur.r r considerably in the proee .... s . 'rhe important thing; howov r., i.., 
that tl oy all fight against a.dvc~ circur'Stance , al'ld in tho fighting 
itself lies oOlOO dignity. 
The proeedur - tl · t ·will be .tollow in onti this p le is 
a n t~ one. First I hop to show that ll of --illor' o elm ctcrs 
ically l t dignity. Ilext I plan to shou how these characters 
tivel,y seek this dignity. Finally tl resolution rlll bo considered, 
tat :l, .ire the characters successful in finding a so e f wort? I 
ho., to go beyond thi particular q estion to de ith tho signi:f'icance 
~-, ............ s. t do th y s r,"eei.1t about Miller's mm plilo•"'op.by' 
and his attitude tom1.rd man? ... t t tho PI blern lD.S b defir ed.,, t 
U" ~ o it ore deeply. 
CHAPrER II 
THE DESIRE FOR DIGNTIY 
One of the most important aspects revealed by an analysis of 
Hiller 's characters is the similarity of their inner needs. On a 
superficial level we can find no meaningful relationships between these 
needs, but basically they are nearly identical. lf we probe deeply 
enough, it becomes apparent that these men are essentiaJ.ly striving for 
the same thing--dignity. 
When we see Chris relentlessly pursuing the truth about his father 
after his suspicions have been aroused, when we view the deaths of Willy 
and Eddie, or when we behold Proctor refusing to allow his confession to 
be made public, it is not at all obvious that these actions could be 
caused by men whose basic needs are similar. But in actuality they are. 
These men are aJJ. desperately seeld.ng one thing above a.11--dignity.1 
This basic need can be seen in the two principal characters in All 
!it ~· Both father and son seek a sense of worth, dignity. Yet their 
conceptions of it are obviously quite different. In fact, it is this 
conflict in their conceptions of dignity that causes, first, the strife 
between them and, ultimately, t.he death of Joe Keller. Joe was primarily 
concerned with the respect he had from his family. It was this emphasis 
upon fanlily ties and the lack of concern for man in eeneral that make 
his idea of respect and dignity differ so radically from his son's. 
1see pp. 4-5. 
8 
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Joe lived for his family. Everything he did was to heighten himself in 
their eyes. And because of this pre-occupation with the wants and needs 
of those three individuals that were closest to him, he neglected his 
duty to his fellowman. He was incapable of realizing that he had any 
obligations to anyone other than bis family. He did not understand that 
he was not only the father of Larry and Chris but also of every son in 
the world. He could not make the connection; he failed to see, until 
too late, th.at they were 11all his sons." Instead, he was only concerned 
with the welfare of Larry and Chris. Everything he did was for them, 
even uhen it meant risking the lives of others' sons. His life was 
built upon the foundation that dignity could be found by satisfying the 
wants of his family. This is easily seen in the play. Joe had slavishly 
worked to expand his business so that he would have something to give 
his son..'>. He was hoITified at the thought of Chris's not accepting the 
gift: 
Keller: You mean-- (Goes to him.) Tell me something, you 
mean you'd leave the business? 
Chris: Yes. On this I would. 
Keller, after a pause: Well ••• you don't want to think like 
that. 
Chris: Then help roe stay. 
Keller: All right, but--but don't think like that. Because 
what the hell did I work for? That'~ only for you, Chris, 
thew ole shootin' match is for you! 
Later we again see this overpowering dri vc to gain his son's love and 
respect by giving him something. He wanted to give him the business and 
build him a house: 
Koller: I want a clean start for you, Chris . I want a new sign 
over the plant--Christopher Keller, Incorporated. 
2collected Plays, p. 69. 
Chris, a l ittle uneasily: J. O. Keller is good enoueh. 
Keller: We'll talk about it. I'm going to build you a house, 
stone, with a driveway from the road. I want you to spread 
out, Chris, I want you to use what I made for you.3 
And after the truth of his actions have been revealed to Chris, Joe 
10 
attempted to rationalize the atrocity by explaining that it was done for 
Chris. This, in his eyes, lessened his guilt. It is obvious that he 
·bonsidered. his identity to be established only by his role as father 
of Larry and Chris. He specifically stated that umy only accomplishment 
is my son. 114 He rationalized about the failure of the airplane parts 
thus: 
Keller: Chris ••• Chris, I did it for you, it was a chance 
and I took it for you. I'm sixty-one years old, when would 
I have another chance to make something for you? Sixty-one 
years old you don't get another chance, do ya? 
Chris: You even knelv they wouldn't hold up in the air. 
Keller: I didn't say that. 
Chris: But. you were going to warn them not to use them--
Keller: But that don't mean--
Chris: It means you knew they'd crash. 
Keller: It don't mean that. 
Chris: Then you thought they'd crash. 
Keller: I was afraid maybe--
Chris: You were afraid maybe! God in heaven, what kind of 
a man are you? Kids were hanging in the air by those heads. 
You knew that! 
Keller: For you, a business for you! 5 
3Ibid., P• 87. 
4rbid., P• 97. 
.5rbid., p. ll5. 
Joe's values are apparent. He strove for the respect of his family. 
This to him was his identity, his sense of uorth. Beyond the f a.mily 
his reputation was not of any e;reat importance to him, but he had to 
feel that his family loved and admired him. 
11 
Another aspect of Joe's character needs to be mentioned here. This 
is his willingness to disregard truth for the sake of expediency. Joe 
realized that Larry was dead, yet admitting this was admitting that he 
wa a murderer. He hadn't the moral strength to do this . John 1ason 
Brom1 makes the following observation in his criticism of the play: 
••• the Kellers are living a lie, only in their case it is 
a lie iiithin a lie. The myth of their son's possible 
return is merely the means his parents have chosen to pro-
tect themselves from facing the real cause of his death. 
This of course is the profiteer father himself; a little 
man who has lied6his way out of jail by putting the blame 
on an underling. 
I 
~oe only accepted that which was compatible with his sense of dignity. 
He himself said that "I ignore what I gotta ignore . 117 It was this facet 
of his character, in qonjunction with his overwhelming concern for his 
family, that made him fail to realize his responsibility to· his fellcm-
man. 
Joe' s desperate need to be respected by his family was, of course, 
the basic cause of the conflict between him and Chris. Chris, like his 
father, also wanted dignity and respect, but he could not be sat,isficd 
by only the respect of his family. On the contrary, he maintained that 
it was morally wrong for any i ndividual to lose himself in his family to 
the extent that he felt no responsibility to the rest of mankind. Chris 
was concerned with all men and looked upon them as his brothers. This 
to him was important. The family ties uere insignificant in comparison 
6John Ma.son Brown, "Neu Talents n.n:i Arthur Miller, ,r Saturday Review 
(March 1, 1947), p. 23. 
?collected PlaY§, p. 68. 
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with the duty of man to all of society. This contrast to his .father's 
ideas is explicitly brought out in the play: 
Mother: Joe, Joe ••• It don't excuse it that you did it for 
the family. 
Keller: It's got to excuse it! 
Mother: There's something bigger than the family to him 
/J,hrii/, 
Keller: Nothin' is bigger! 
Mother: There is to him. 8 
The mother realized Chris's vie·upoint and was trying to explain it to 
her obstinate husband. In comparison to the love of one man for another, 
everything dwindled in the eyes of Chris. Han had to accept the rcspon-
sibility of concerning himself with others or he was a disappointment to 
Chris. Chris, in disgust at his father's actions, said, 11 You can be 
better! Once and for all you can lmow there's a universe of people 
outside and you're responsible to it, and unless you know that, you threw 
auay your son because that's why he died.09 The old excuse that all men 
have shortcomings was not enough for Chris. He was not interested in 
being 11 practical. 11 Instead, he admired the men who acted according to 
what was right, regardless of the "practicality" of it. He said, "The 
cats in the alley are practical, the bums who ran away when we were 
fighting were practical. Only the dead ones weren't practical. But now 
I'm practical, and I spit on myself. 1110 He respected those boys in his 
compa.ey who stayed to fight for what they believed in. With these men 
he felt a oneness, a deep sense of brotherhood. He spoke of the loss 
8Ibid., P• 120. 
9rbi d., P• 126. 
lOibid.' p. 123. 
to Ann: 
Chris: It takes a little tj.me to toss that off. Because 
they weren't just men. For instance, one time it'd been 
raining several days and this kid came to me, and gave ree 
his last pair of dry socks. Put them in my pocket. That's 
only a little thing--but ••• that's the kind of guys I had. 
They didn't die; they killed themselves for each other. I 
mean that exactly; a little more selfish and they'd've been 
here today. And I got an idea--watching them go down. 
Everything was being destroyed, see, but it seemed to me 
that one new thing was made. A kind of responsibility. 
Man for man. You understand me? --To show that, to bring 
that onto the earth aeain like some kind of a monument am 
everyone would feel it standing there, behind him, and it 
would make a difference to him. ll 
Chris was convinced that the responsibility of one man for another 
13 
transcended arry family ties. He could not condone his father's actions 
on t,he excuse that it was done for the family •. 
Unlike his father, who could "ignore" the unpleasant, Chris advo-
cated honesty in all matters. He d .. plored the fact that his father 
would not resolutely declare to Mother that Larry was dead: 
Chris: But I know one thing, fud. We 1ve :;uade a terrible 
mistake with Mother. 
Keller: What? 
Chris: Being dishonest with her. That kf~d of thing 
al rays pays off, and now it's paying off. 
It was this deep-seated honesty that motivated Chris to act as he did. 
It was an important aspect of his concept of dignity. 
The conflict in All~~ is caused by the clash of values of the 
father and son. Both wanted d.i.gnity and re pect, but it meant a di.f-
ferent thing to each of them. Joe assmned that he uould find dignity 
by lavishly providing for his family, regardless of the moral trans-
llibid., P• 85. 
12Ibid., pp. 66-67. 
gressions that are necessary to r ealize this. Chris, on the other hand, 
thought that dignity could only be secured through honest action and a 
sincere concern for one's fellow beings. The conflict was inevitable. 
Chris despised his father's idea of dignity and respect, and his father 
could not understand his. 
In Death of ! SaJ.esma.n a similar situation occurs. Here, too, we 
find a clash of values held by father and son. The values of Willy and 
Biff are so opposed that no harmony could exist between the two. Early 
in Biff' s life Willy had had a great influence. But Biff, after the 
traumatic experience of discovering his father in the hotel room in 
Boston with a strange woman, tore himself loose from this influence and 
rebelled against all that his father stood for. Because of Biff's 
rejection of his values, Willy was in despair. All of Willy's world was 
falling apart, but because of his distorted values he could not under-
stand the significance or cause of it. One reviewer writes: 
There was a time when a smile and a shoeshine were Willy's 
passport into any buyer's office; the world was an oyster 
that belonged to the personable and the popular. Now, with 
his smile worn thin and his body grown gross, Willy's world 
disintegrates in a realization of lost markets, unpaid bills, 
and a host of nonexistent friends. But the nagging wor-ry 
that unsettles the precarious balance of his fatigued brain 
is the knowledge that his staluart sons are mediocrities and 
that Biff, the best-loved, is inexplicably antagonistic to 
his father.13 
This "Dale Oarnegie attitude" that Willy possessed is the essence of what 
might be termed his philosophy. Dignity was measured by him in terms of 
"popularity" and "influence." A typi cal example of this was his attitude 
toward his brother-in-law Charley's popularity : "He's liked, but he's 
not well liked. 1114 Willy was sure that popularity and appearance were 
1311Magni.ficent Death,1t Newsweek (February 21, 1949), P• 78. 
14couected Plays, p. 114. 
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the keys to m1ccess. He cont:i..nua.lly taught. t,his ideal '.tO his so:r1s. 
For instance: 
Willy: Bernard caJ,1 get the best marks in school, y'underJ 
stand, but, when he gt1ts out in the business world y'under-
stand, you a!'!, c;o:lng to be five tirnes a.head of him. Thatfs 
why I thank .Almighty God you' re both built like Adonises. i 
Because the man who makes an appearance in the business 
world, t,he man who creates personal interest,, :Ls tho man 
who gets ahead. Be liked and you ·will nevel'" want. You , 
i 
i;ake :me, for :in.stance. I never h<:tve t,o wz-tit, it1 line to stee 
a buyer. ttWilly Loman is herein 'rhat 1 s all they have tq 
know., and I go right through.1.5 
; 
He even tried to explain his own obvious fro.lure by e.tt,ributif3g it to 
; ( 
his 11 not, dressing to advantage, maybe. u16 His att:i.t,ude towa:1r~ pppu-
1 \. 
\ 
·, ~. f. 
larity and influence was brought out by W:tll,y' s profound adli;:tra:t.~on for 
an old and respected salesma.11: 
Willy: .... 1 met a. saJ.esm ... 1.n in the Parker House. His 
name was Dave Sirigleruan.. And he wa.s eighty-f ou.r years 
old., and he 1 s drummed merchandise in thirty-one st.:,rt.es. 
And old Dave, he I d go u.p to his room, y 1 under.::rl:rand, put 
on his green velvet s1ippers--I 11l never forget-·-&'1d 
pick up his phone and call t,l1e buyers, and without ever 
leaving his roorr1, at the age of eighty-fou.r, _he made a 
livir:ig. And uhen I saw that, I rea1:l.zed t.ho.t sell·i:ng 
was t,he great,est, career a man could. want. 1 Cause what, 
could be more satisfy:ing t,han to be able t.o gc, at, tJ:1e 
age of eiglrty-four, into twel'.l.ty or thi.rty ,lti'f0rcnt 
eit,ies, and pick up a phone, and be remembered and loved 
and helped by so many different peop1.e? Do you know? 
when he died--and: by the way he died t:he death of a 
saJ .. csman, in his green velvet slippers :in the smoker of 
the N~YvJ York, New Have11 and Ifartf'ord,1 go:ing :i.nto Bost,on--
whon he died, lnmdreds of salesmen and buyers were at his 
funeral. 'I'hing:s nere SeH.i on a lotta trains for months 
after that.17 , -
The image of this salesman 1i:1ade a deep impression on Willy. Dave 
l5Ibid., P• 1Li6. 
16rb· 1 :1.c •, r ,,. 1}J9. 
l7Ibid., P• 180. 
! 
16 
Single:man was his model of success. While speaking with the apparition 
of Uncle Ben on the night he committed suicide, Willy recalled the death 
of tl'd.s salesman. He wa,nted to die as this man had died. He envisioned 
his cnm funeral to be a:n equally import,ant occasion: 
Willy: Ben, that funeral ,;rill he massive! They'll come 
.from Maine, :Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire! All 
the old-timers with t.he strange license plates--that boy 
[Bi.ff] 1sr111 be thunderstruck, l3en, hecausr.: he nevex• 
rea.lized-.. I am known! Rhode Island, New- York, New Jersey--
I tt.:m kno1,m, Ben, and hetll see it with his eyes once and 
for all. Ere'll see what I am, Ben! He• s in for a shock, 
tha.t hoyrlU 
·willy' s dream is also a.n indication of· his values. IIe refused to 
accept defeat by ad1nitting his lif'e had been a dismal f'ailure. Instead 
of' facing the truth he concocted a world of fancy in which everything 
m,..':i.stod as :he would have wished. Wi.lly wanted to believe ·i:.hat his world 
of fancy was reality. His desire ·was so strong that he often lost him-
self in this other world. He deluded himself into thinking that he wa..s 
as successful and 11well-,liked11 as he envifiioned. He had lived in this 
other uorld so long that it was the only one which provided him any 
coin.fort and solace. When he was forced to accept reality, he found 
himself in bovJilde:t'.trumt and despair. One is rem:i..nded of' the many dere-
licts in O'Neill' s The Icew.an Cometh, whom we find in a similar situ;.. 
.,._,.,,,,..,,.. ' • .. ;Cf .. * 
ation. Willy wanted respect so much that he was forced to resort to 
"pipe drea.rns. 11 
Willy's need to retreat into a world of fancy and untruth was the 
cause of the frict:i.on that occurred between him and Bi.fl'. Willy's spell 
over his son iJa.s shattered when Biff discovered him in the hotel room 
in Boston. From that day forward Biff realized that Willy was not what, 
18n. ·d · "13 J:l! • ' P• " " 
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he had thought him to be. He knew that his f'a;the.r was a nphony,u a 
nrake. 11 And so Biff set out on his own t,o .f:i.nd dignity. He didn't know 
where it, lay, but he d:tseovered that his concept of dignity was not 
compatible wi:t.h dishonesty. 
Biff was interested j_n one t,hing--f:i.nding reality., racing the truth 
and liv:tng in accordance wit,h it. In disgust,, he screamed at his father 
·that 11we never t,old the ·t.ruth :tor ten :minutes in this house! ul9 •rruth 
became of primary importance t,o Bi:t'f, regardless o:f the consequences. 
This need for finding truth and accepting reality 1,ras the cause of his 
:reject.ion of the values of sociErty, that is, the society in which he had 
been reared. He kne1r that these values were not in aecorda.nee with 
truth. He spoke to Happy about this problem: 
Biff: Well, I spent six or seven years aft,er high school 
try--lng to work myself up.. Shippi.11g clerk, salesman, busi .... 
ness of one ki.nd or another. And it's a measly manner of 
exis-t;ence. 'I'o get on that subway on the hot mornings in 
summer. 'l'o devote your whole life to keeping stock., or 
m.:1.king phone calls, or sollil\.~ or buying. To suf'fer fifty 
weeks of the yS<_,:r for tho sake of a two week vacation, 
when a_ll you really desire is to be outdoors, with your 
sh:l.rt off. And always to have to get ahead of thp next 
fella. And still--t,hat's ho1'I you bu:Ud a future.20 
In actuality., Bi.ff was searchin.g f"or his self. Bi.ff felt certain 
that he cou1d not discover who he real.ly was 11thile he was still covered 
by t~he veneer of superficial, mean.i.ngless social exigencies that are 
un.-'lVo:idable ·when a man as~nlffies a pos:i.tion in an urban society. Bi££ 
could only find dignity when he retuized that he was living in accord-
an.ce with his real nature, that is, when he knew ·that his actions did 
not conflict ·with his inner needs and desires. This is the reason for 
l9rbid., P• 216. 
20Ibid., p. 138. 
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his preference of a simple, rural existence. He rejected the business 
world and its set of values:: 
B:i.f'f: I don• t care vrhat they think! They've laughed at 
Dad for years, and you know why? Because we don't belong 
in this nuthouse of' a city! We should be 111..b:ing cement on 
some open p~in, or-... or carpenters. A carpenter is allciwed 
to ·whistlet2 
And his convictions were strengthened by his realization of the natural. 
beauty that surrounds a. man living in the country. He told Happy of 
the joys he experienced while working in Texas: 
Bif'f: This farm I work on, it's spring there now, see? 
And they've got about fifteen new colts. There's nothing 
more inspiring or--bea.utiful than the sight of a rna.re and 
a new colt. And it's2~ool there now., see'! Texas is cool 
now, and it's spring. · 
Truth and honesty were paran1ount to Bil'£.. He unders·liood that dignity 
was u11attainablewithout adhering to these principles. Because his need 
.for dignit,y ·t:ras so great, he .felt compelled to oppose forcefuJ.ly that 
which was dishonest and superficial. 
In T.he Crucible we find the main character, John Proctor, to be 
similar to Biff in some respects. Proctor was a si:nrple man, and an 
honest one. He had a force of convlction about him that seem.ed to over-
whelm all opposition. His inner strength was enormous. Miller wrote 
about this man and his friends: 
From Il\t. first acquaintance wi.th the story Lcf the Sal. mn 
trial2/ I was struck hard. by the breath-taking heroism of 
certain of the victims who displayed an almost ~frightening 
personal integrity. It seemed to me that the best part of 
this country was made of such stuff, and I had a stro1ig 
desire to celebrate them and to raise them out of historic 
dusi;.23 · 
2l 66 Ibid • ., P• li • 
22Ibid., P• 138. 
2.3Henry Hei-Jes, 11Ai"thu1 .. Miller and How He Went to the Devil, n 
Satµrgay Review (January 31, 1953), p. 25. 
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This rugged, yet pure, spirit was what :ma.de Proct.or the forceful char-
acter which he was .. He admired truth and honesty and opposed that which 
was false and insincere. He did not attend church frequently because 
he felt that the minister was not a sincere and devCft;ed Christian. His 
detestation of hypocrisy created in him. an aversion to Reverend Parris 
Hhich he felt no need to overcome. He explained to Hale his reasons for 
not associating with the church: 
Proctor: I surely did come when 1 could, and whe11 I could 
not I prayed in this house. 
Hale: :Hr. Proctor, your house is not, a church; your 
theology :must tell you that. 
Proctor: It does, sir, i'l:, does; and it tells me that a 
minister may pray to God without he have golden candle-
sticks upon the aJ.ta.r. 
Hale: What gold.en candlesticks? 
Proctor: Since we bu:iJ.t, the church ·there irere pen-rter 
candlesticks upon the al t.a.r; Francis Nurse ma.de thern, yt 
knm1, and a sweeter hand never touched the rat.ft.al. But 
Parris ca.me, and for twenty week he prooch nothin' but 
golden candlestic:r-..s unt,il he had them. I labor the earth 
from dmm of dcy to blink of night, and I tell you true, 
when I look to heaven and see my money glaring ,it his 
elbows--it~ hurt my prayer, sir, it hurt my prayer. I 
think, sometimes, the roan dre.:.·1ms cathedrals, not clapboard 
meetin1 houses .. 
Hale, thinks, then: And yet, Mister, a Christian on Sabbath 
lhy must he in church. Tell :me--you have three children? 
Proctor: Aye. Boys. 
Hale: How comes it that only two are baptized? 
Proctor, starts to speak, then stops, then as though i.wable 
to restrain this: I like it not that Mr. Parris should lay 
his hand on my baby. 24 I see no light of God in that rnan. 
I'll not conceal it,. 
24collected :flays, pp. 272-73. 
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Because the minister did not strike him as a man or sincere piety and 
love, Proctor l"'efus.ed to employ his services as a man of God. 
Although he uas a simple man., Proctor had a keen awareness 0£ t,he 
significance o:f what transpired in Salem in, supposedly, ·the name o:f 
God. Long be.fore the witch trials reached their terrible climax., he had 
said to Rebecca Nurse, nr mean it solemnly., Rebeeea; I like not the 
smell of this •authority. rn2S He realized the atrocity or the 11nitch 
huntn; he knew it was insane and unjust, that it was evil. And this 
evil was in direct c.o:t'l..flict idth Proctor's sense of morality. It seemed 
to challenge his sense of dignity, for he was certain that it was wrong 
not to oppose this injustice that was being perpetrated by the church. 
(In this respect he is s:.tmilar to Dr. S't:,oekmann in Ibsen1 s !.!1 ,Enemy _2! 
the People, who in a like manner felt co.mpelled to oppose the eonstrue-
tion or the poisonous baths.) He respected those condemned people who 
refused to surrender their dignity ·when .faced wit,h death. He said that 
"they go like saints.026 Honest, eourageou.s action was the basis of 
his admiration; it is the ess.enee of his sen.,;e o:t dignity. 
Eddie Carbone, the ma.in character in! View from. 't,11&. Brigge, was 
also seeking dignity, but his concept o:t it was .somewhat different fro1r1 
that held by tho men considered above. He did not wish to be nwell-
liked, it nor was he particularly interested in honesty or integrity. Re 
iias much more concerned with the respect accordGd to him and in main-
taining cerlain rights and privileges. Because of his repressed love 
for his niece, 'trh.-ich has an overwhelming effect upon his behavior~ it 
is a little difficult to determine exactly which o.f his actions uere 
25Ibid., P• 2!i6. 
26Ibid., p. 326. 
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motivated by his concept of dignity and which stemmed f'ro:m his love for 
Catherine. Both were tmkn01,rr1 to F,ddie. He cou.ld no more art.iculately 
0.xpress his com:ept of dignit,y than he could be mad0c to real::Lze that he 
was really in. lo,re wi.th his niece~ HHe would be outraged to face the 
truth of the ma:tter, either by attempting an imroora.l act or even by 
conside1"'ing the poss:i.bilit,y that he was r(i-pressing an irnmoral desire. n27 
Eddie's relation to his niece is r1U1ch t,he same as that of Doc Delaney 
to M.n•ie in Inge' r; Qpme ~., !'!j;t~:I;~ Sheba. In Eddie, however, the 
n:tmmoral de~:iire11 is more pronounCE}d. .Although both his desire for dignity 
and his love for Catherine were unconscious, they were extr-e111ely influ-
ent::i.al in ca.using_ him ·t,o act as he did. 
Hi.s concept of dignity was clearly :5.ndicaJ;ed by 1nany of his a~t.ions. 
He ad.1nired :marJ.y vir-!;ues.: st,rengt,h, courage, ruggedner:m, all that con-
st,itutes virility. He himself was tough and he f0JJ; "that he could not 
be respe.eted without this ":rr1anliness.11 An E'..OCam.ple of h:is respect for 
strength was his astonislt11.ent at Harco 1s ability to lift a chair idth 
one ha:ncl. It was obvious that this fe.:1.t of bru.t,e power had quit€ an 
ef:f.'ect on Eddie. The feeling W<!i.s a mixtu.re of m;re and fear. But 
Rodolphe was t,he antithesis of Eddie's concept of nmsculini;ty. Eddie 
ridiculed and mocked all tb.a't Rodolpho did th1'.'oug.h.out 'the ple,y. He 
sarcast:i.caJ.ly remarked, 11 It 1s wonderful~ He sings, he eooks, b.e cou.ld 
rr.ake dresses ••• 1128 HE\ hm. nothing but, contempt for the t~J.i:mt, that 
!1odolpho possessed .. 
27newes, n:oeath of a to:ngshoreman.,n p. 25. 
28Colleeted gl.aY.E,, P• l1lh. 
Eddie, as the head\ of' ·the house, -felt ·that he had cex-ta.:in rights 
which should not be violated.· When these rights were abused, he felt 
that he had been degraded. For instance., he refused to sleep on the 
floor when the immigrants came. His place was in bed 1rdth his wife; 
l_et the immigrants sleep on the floor. 
Eddie: Beatrice, all Iim worried about is you got such 
a heart that I'll end up on the floor with you, and they'll 
be in our bed • • • Because as soon as you see a tired rela-
tive, I end up on the floor. 
Beatrice: When did you end up on the floor? 
Eddie: When your father•s house burned do,m I didn't end 
up on the floor? 
Beatrice: Well, their house burned dovmt 
Eddie;: Yeah., but it didn't keep burnin' for two weeks! I 
ju.st don't want you bein' pushed around, thatts au.29 
22. 
Eddie was afraid th8.t s-01tl.00ne wou..1d truce advantage of hL11. He felt ·that 
sleeping on the floor would deg-.r'ad.e him. :in his own eyes as well as the 
eyes of others. 
His sense of d:1.g:nity was based 011 very f>Uperf'icial values., but it 
was nevertheless quite real.. Fddie wanted to be l"espec·ted by those in 
his n society. n Ma.rel'>' s accusations and final act of spitting in Fddie' s 
face were the final blow· to his self-respect. His self .. ,esteem had been 
punctured like an inflated· balloon. He had· suffered hUIJdliation ::i.n the 
eyes of his friends. Rodolpho could do notlting; his apology was u.nac-
ceptable. Only Marco himself could right the wrong., by apologi~ing. 
This was the or.ily satisfactory way to reg&d.n his dign.i.ty~ 
Eddie: I want my name! He /flooolphi7 didn't take rizy' name; 
he1 s only a punk. Marco's got my name-and you can run tell 
29Ibid., P• 383. 
hil;1, ki~., that h~' s gonna give. it back0to me in .f'ront .of 
this neighborhood, or we have it out • .3 
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It was this need fo.r dignity, for his name, that pushed Eddie on to his 
final destruction. Only his dignity mattered to him; other needs ·were 
petty in comparison to it. 
All of the characters deaJ.t with here want dignity. Their values 
diff.er widely, the paths by which they pursue their goal are divergent, 
but the-.r are searching f'or the same thing: the fulfillment of the need 
for identity, for individuality! This desire f'or dignity is a powerful 
force that has an overwhellldng infJ.uenee on all of them. It directs 
their destiny. Exactly how they act to secure this dig:rdty is th0 next 
problem that needs to be considered. 
· 30lbid., P• 437. 
CHA.PrER III 
'I'HE SEARCH FOR DIDNITY 
It was determined in ·t-he preceding chapter that all the characters 
in this study desire a sense of worth. All of their thoughts, desires, 
and impulses center around this one basic need: the compulsion to find 
respect, to find individuality. To go further, it is evident that these 
:men §!9! in a way that to ·t.hem seems most appropriate. As Art.hur Miller 
says, eaeh of these characters has an "inherent unwillingness to remain 
passive in the face of what he conceives to be a cha.llenge to his dignity, 
his ilnage of his rightful status,.ttl None of these characters meekly 
submits to that which he :feels degrades him. He fights back; he retal-
iates. The actions themselves vary -widely in nature. Chris relentlessly 
pursues the truth about his father's actions; his f'ather tries to ·t-1in 
the affection of his .:f'amily by struggling for t.heir economic security; 
Willy strives desperately to be well liked., to sell himself; Bi.ff rebels 
a.gains·t his father• .s world of .f ai.1cy and is determined to discover who 
he really is; Proctor .lets in accordance with his conscience, knowing 
that his name will be dishonor-ed if he .c.onf'esses to the charges of the 
court; . and Eddie fights both ·the man who stea:Ls his love and the man 
who steals his name. lUl of these actions are qu.1.te different, but 
this is not in1portant. "What is significant is that, these men do act. 
They energetically struggle :tor dignity. 'l'his can be seen in all the plays. 
lr1iller., nTra.gedy and the Common Man, n P• 48. 
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!JJ: !:ty: Sons is the story of a frurdly that refused to face the truth. 
Kate Keller, the mother, insisted that her son, reported missing in the 
war three years.before the action of the play eomn1enced, wa.s still 
a.live and tmuld return. One is reminded of Capt .. aj.n Barnett in O'lfoi111 s 
W]1~~ t.-1le Cross 5s ~lade., ii.ho faithfully a:nd foolish.ly awaited the return 
of his wrecked ship. Kate, like Captain Bart:.lett., would not listen to 
a.n,y arguments to the contrary. Joe, her husband, was willing to accept 
her beliefs., for he felt guilty about shipping out defective airplane 
parts f:roli1 his shop, parts nhich ultimately failed and resulted in the 
deaths of many fliers. He had placed the blame on his partner and had 
been released from prison. Chris,. their son, believed in the sincerity 
of' his fatherts t.:tle that it was not his f,ullt, that he di.d not know 
that the defective parts were being shipped out. Chris, however, 
-wan·ted to destroy his motherts belief in the return of his brother, for 
he himself iranted to marry his brother's bride-to-be. This girl, Ann, 
was th.e daughter of Joe Keller's partner., the man ·11ho w;s still serving 
the prison sentence for his er:i.me. Ann visited the Kelle:i:"S at the in-
vitation of Chris, and it was d:uring this t:i.r:1(3 thti.t ,t;he action of the 
play transpired. i\.nn 1 s brother, George, crone to the Keller's home 
after talking t:ri th his father and uas convinced that his father was 
ttfra:medn by Joe. George* s convictions and sincerity started Chris 
·t.hiuking. He began questiorr.1.ng, and after a few slips., he dragged the 
confession from his father. Chris, deeply hurt and humiliated, was in 
despair. He wanted to leave his .fanri.ly and live alone. Ann, to show 
that she had a right to go i,rlth him and marry him, produced a letter 
from Chris's missing brother that was liTritten on the day he was reported 
missing~ In it he stated that he had just received news of the sham.eful 
action of' h:i.s father and that a::i a :result he felt 1:i.ke killing him.self' 
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on his next mission. The information disclosed by this le·tter, in 
addition to the scorn and rejection of Chris, was too much for Joe. He 
walked into the house and killed himself. Chris was plunged into 
deeper despair. 
,foe Keller wanted t,he respect of' his family. To gain this respect, 
he was willing to use any means. He felt that if he could provide for 
them abundantly and thus, he thought, make them happy, he would win 
their love and affection. And so he did a.11 that was in his powe.r to 
give them material comfort. He built up his business for h:i.s two sons. 
When Larry died, he ·nas even more concerned that ChJ:•is should take over 
the business. It did not matter to Joe that his business was built on 
the lives of twenty-one fliers who died because of a faiJ:u:re of one of 
the parts that he produced. He felt no responsibility to people out-
side his family. He wanted the respect of his family and was only con-
cerned with ,:,,rhether they loved and admired h:.un. He did not question 
the belief of his wife that Larry was not dead; he was only 1.rrt,crested 
in enjoying a harmonious relationship with her. If he began to question 
and doubt 'What Kate so strongly believed, he found that he irould disturb 
·this harmony, for his conscience ·was eased by the silence. 1rfuen Chris 
said ·t.hat his mother should be made to realize that the chance of Larry 1 s 
return wa.s almost iJnpossible, his father was upset. He said, 11Wba.t do 
you want, to do, argue with her?n 2 And l·Jhen Chris maintained that, she 
must be told, he repl:iec1 in fright, ttYou can't sa:.v t,hat to her. tt 3 
Ifarraony, lovo, and affection were all that concerned Joe. The price 
was not significant. The :ri1eans by which he found harmony and love were 
2Collected Pla~~' p. 67. 
3Toid. 
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of no consequence. But Joe ca.me to realize that he could not find what 
he 1-vanted by disregarding the rest of' mankind. Because it was incom-
patible with truth, the harmo:zy- that seemed to exist in the Keller home 
was shattered when the facts about Joe1 s dishonesty '.Were revealed. The 
truth produced an eruption in relations that was never reconciled. 
George explained Joe's action: 
George: Dad came to work that day. The night foreman came 
to him and showed him the cylinder heads • • • they were 
coming out of the process with defects. There was sorne-
th;ing wrong ·with the process. So Dad went directly to the 
phone and called here and · told Joe to c.or11e dotm right away. 
But the morning passed. · No sign of Joe. Sci' 11.-id called 
again. By this time he had over a hundred· defectives. 
The .A:J.w., was screa:ming for stu.f.f and Dad didn't, have any-
thing to ship. So Joe told him • .. • on the phone he told 
him ·to weld, cover up the cracks in any way he could., and 
ship them out •••• Dad was afraid. · He wanted Joe there if' 
he was going to do it. But Joe cantt corne dm-m .... He's 
sick! Sickt He suddenly gets the nut Sudde1il.y! But 
he promised to take responsibility.. Do you understru1d 
what I'm saying? On the telephone you can't have' respon-
sibilit,y! In a court you can always deny a phone call 
and that's eY.actly what he did. They knew he was a liar 
·the first time, but in the appeal they believed that 
rotten lie ••• Z+ 
Joe acted dishonestly for one reason: he thought he could buy-the love 
and respect ot his family that he, desired so much. And so he felt that 
he had to keep his .shop in operation. He act.ed in a wa:y that he thought 
would secure dign:i:ty £en:' him. He uas not concerned with the ultimate 
consequences of his actions. 
Joe's .final a.ct in his attempt to .find dignity and love was, of 
course, his death. Chris was so angered by- the :revelation of the tru'l:,11 
that he had nothing but contempt for his father. IDvecything that Joe 
did was for his fmnily, principally £or his son. And so when he ·was 
4Ibid., pp. 101-02. 
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rejected by Chris, he had nothing left for which to live. His deat.h 
showed his love for his family, in all its distortion and me.an:ingless-
ness. The man wanted dignity so badly that he killed himseli' when he 
realized that he had·.failed completely. 
Chris was quite different frorn his father. Their values were 
diametrically opposed in nearly every respect. It was this difference 
that caused the conflic'I:, between ·t;he two. Chris was a man or action .. 
Ever,fthing he did radiated vitality and energy; he was vibrant and full 
.· of the joy: of life. Dignity to him was in realizing a. responsibility 
to one's .fellow man. And so Chris's every action was a pursuit of this 
truth. 
This necessity to a.et to secure dignity can best be illustrated by 
Chris• s uncompromising attempt to discover the truth about h..i.s father's 
/ 
implication in the shipment of defective airplane parts from his shop. 
Chris had always believed his.father to be innocent and had faithfully 
defended him at all times. He had no evidence to indicate that his 
father had lied to him concerning his pal"'-t in the affair. Not .. unt.il 
George vlsited the Kellers did Chris begin to consider the :possibility 
of his father•s guilt. As soon as Christs doubts were raised, he .felt 
a burning desire to kno,;,r the truth. In a sense he is comparable t.o 
Oedipus, uho had a similar destre to uncover 11the unclean thing .. 0 He 
was not a man who could remain passive in a crisis. He l:ra.nted to dis-
cover the truth, for he could not be content unless he felt th.~t he was 
living in accordance with it. .Dishonesty was ineompatil>le 1,fith his 
sense of dignity. His first impulse when he heard the accusations of 
George was to silence him, but as he listened he began to i"ealize the 
plausibility of George's explanations. Once Chris's curiosity was set 
in action he could not be stopped. He had to discover the truth. His 
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mother1 s remark, utt,ered in a11ger at Chris, revealed the situation to 
him. She stated that :if Larry lms dead, her husband killed him. 'fhis 
was too rnuch for Chr:i.s. Strongly suspecting the truth, he turned to his 
father and read the guilt in his eyes. He was struck 1;.rlth horror: 
Chrj_s in a broken whisper: Then ••• you did it? 
Keller, 1r,ii th the beginning of plea in his voice: He never 
flew a P-lio--
Chris, struck, deadly: But t,he others. 
lfeller, insis·t;ently: She's out of her :mind. 
Chris, unyielding: Dad ••• you did it? 
Keller: He never flew a P-1+0, what 1 s the matter with yau? 
Chris, still asldng, and saying: Then you clid it. 'I'o the 
others. 
Keller,, a.fraid of him, his deadly insistence: What's the 
matter with you? What the hell is the matter 1"'1ith you? 
Chris, quietly, incredibly: How couJ.d you do that? How? 
Keller: What I s the mat;ter with you! 
Chris: Dad••• Dad, you killed twenty-one men! 
Kel.ler: 1rJha:t;, killed? 
Chris: You killed ·!;hem, you murdered them. 
Keller., as though throwing his ·whole nature open before Chris: 
How could I kill a.eybody? 
Chris: Dad! Dad 1 
Keller, trying to hush him: I didn•t kill anybody! 
Chris: 'l'hen explain it to me. What did you do? 11}:z:plain 
it to :me or I 111 tear you to piec:es!5 
His fo.ther•s explanation was not sufficient. It only infuriated Chris. 
The fact ·that his fat her tried to save t,he busines~ .for Chris did not 
51·, ·ct 111 OJ. .• ' P•· , .• 
in the least excuse the action: 
Chris, idth burning fury: For me! When do you live, nhere 
have you come from? For me! --I was dying every day a11d 
you were ldlling my boys and you did it .for me? What the 
hell do you think I was thinking of, the Goddam business? 
Is that as .far us your mind can see., the business? \vlmt is 
that., the world--tho business? What the hell do you moan, 
you did it for me? Don't you have a country? Don't you 
live in the world? What the hell are you? You' re not even 
an animal, no animal kills his om1, what are you? What 
1nust I do to you? I. ~ght to tear ·the tongue out of your 
mouth, what must I do? 
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Chris despised his father's actions and w:i..shed he could do more to show 
his disgust and contempt. He deplored the fact that he did not have 
the courage to send his .father to j;a.il: nr could jail him! I could 
jail him, if I were hurnan any more. But I'm like everybody else now. 
Pm practical noii. 0 7 But Chris had acted. In fact, :i.t. was his pressing 
desire to disG.over the truth that provided the inciting force in the 
play. Re could not pussively accept the knowledge o.f his father's im-
raoral behavior; he acted in a way which he ·thought was in accordance 
with dignity. •ro ignore the situation would have meant seli':..d.egradation. 
In Death 2! ! Salesman we also .find a strained tather-soxi relation-
ship. This play was the story of a man who wanted to be ttwell-liked. rt 
When the play opened, Willy had just :returned, weary and discontented, 
from a road trip. He was once a good salesman, but no longer did he 
seem to have the ability to sell his goods. To make up for this in-
ability to sell, he lied about his success and borrowed money :trom his 
brother-in-law to sh~r his wife tba;t he had been successful. His wif o 
knew the truth but never ad.mi tted it t-o Willy. Willy had t.wo sons, one 
a "philandering bum« and the other a confused., maladjusted lad who had 
6rbid • ., pp. 115-16. 
7Ibid., P• 123. 
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been roaming from place to place out west working on £arms. Biff, the 
vagabond, had always loved and respected his .father until t 1 e day he 
went to Boston to see him and discovered him in a hotel roo:m with a 
strange woman clad in a slip. Biff, feeling that his father was a 
nphony, rt became a dissolute wanderer. Willy was consumed 't•r.i.th great 
dreams of popularity and success., but as he grm,r older he crune to 
realize that they were not to be .fulfilled. Bis entire life, however, 
was bull t on these unfulfilled dreams and hopes. To ease the frustra-
tion, he began living in two worlds, in one of which he wa.s everything 
he dreamed. His greatest disappointment was Biff, his favorite son, 
whom he thought was .spiting h5Jn.. Bif'f, in turn, though·t his f a:ther was 
an incorrigible dreamer t-1ho would never £ace the truth. '.rhis is rend-
n:i.seent of the mother-son relationship .in Tennessee Willia.mt s 'l'he ftlas.E, 
Menagerie • .funanda thought Tom was not a loving., dutifuJ. son., whereas 
Tom fel·t; that his mother could not escape her world of dreams. No re-
conciliation could be made between Willy and E.ifi'. One night Bit'£, 
ashamed of the way he had treated his father, convinced Willy that he 
truly loved him. Willy, amazed at the revelation, wanted to give him 
something in return.. He envisioned wha;t Bi!f' could do with $20.,000. In 
an act of love Willy killed hilnself in a. car wreck so that, :6U'1' could 
· ... coll~ct the insurance lllOney. 
Willy, of course, is the main character, about whom most of the 
action centers. His insatiable desire for popularity and success drove 
him forward in a hopeless search, as Captain Keeney in O'MeiD.'s ,Y& is 
driven forward in a rriad search i"Ol" whales. Popularity and success were, 
to. Willy, synonymous 'With dignity, and he considered himself a failure 
because they eluded~ His compulsion to act to secure them can 
easily be shown. When he was younger and his boys were still .in high 
school, he fabricated so many stories about his popularity that,. the 
boys worshipped him. as a god. He bragged to Bil'f about, his fame: 
Willy: funerica. is full of beautif'ul towns and fine, up-
sta.ndil:1g people. And they know 1ae, boys, they know me 
up and down New England. The finest people. And when 
I bring you fellas up, there'll be open sesa.n1e for all 
of us, 'cause one thing, boys: I have friends. I can 
park rr:ry ear in any street ff New England, and the cops 
pro·tect it like their mm.· 
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But as time passed and the boys grew older, ·the realization ca.me upon 
him that he was not the man he wnted. to be. He never really under-
stood tihat went wrong. Slowly the foundation upon which his life was 
built, began to disintegrate. Finally, he could not distinguish fa.ct 
:·;·, 
from f'aney. He said to Linda: "Oh., I'll knock'ero. dead next,. week. 
I'll go to I-Iartf'ord. I'm very uell liked ln Hartford. You know, the 
trouble is, Linda, people don't seem to talce to me. 119 To overcome his 
sense of failure, he devised a world o:f fancy in whieh everything was 
as he would want it, He lived in two worlds simultaneously. This is 
indicative of his inability to accept de.f'eat passively. 1U·though he 
was obviously a failure as a salesman, he re.fused to .a.ccep·t; a job ot-
fered to him by his brother-in-law Charley. To accept this offer would 
be admitting defeat, which in turn would mean he had lost his dignity, 
for, as was mentioned above, dignity to Willy wa.s success. 
It slowly dawned on Willy that the only alternative lef't; was 
suicide. This; if it did not bring hill1 respect, would at least end his 
misery and degradation. He had contemplated suicide for some time and 
.finally hid a section of rubber h.ose in the basement id.th which to 
asphyxiate himself. He ominously commented to Charley: ttFun.rzy-, y'know? 
8Ibid., p. 145. 
9Ibid • ., p. 148. 
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.After all the highways, and the trains, and the appointments, and the 
years, you end up worth more dead than a.live.nlO Soon a seemingly 
perfect opportunity arose for his suicide. Bi.f:f had just opened up his 
heart and confessed his love for his rather. Willy was mrertm.elmed with 
ecstatic joy:. 
Willy, after a long pause, astonished., elevated: Isn't 
t.hat--isn1 t -!:,hat remarkable? Biff---he likes me! 
Linda: He loves you, Willy. 
Happy, deeply moved: Always did, Pop. 
Willy: Oh, Biff! (Staring wildly) He cried! Cried to 
me. (He is choking with his love, and now cries out his 
promise) That boy--t.hat boy is going to be :magnificent!ll 
Here, at last., he saw an opportunity to secure dignity, to find esteem 
in the eyes of his son. . By sacrificing his life he thought that he was 
bequeathing to Bif':I: the insurance I110ney. And so, in an aet of love, he 
committed suicide. He could not remain passive; he felt compelled to 
act in an attempt to gain dignity. 
Biff' is more. a. :man of action than his .father. Willy's suicide was 
his only really significant action. Biff i-ms quite different. In the 
.first'part of his life he was a very confused and bewildered young :man, 
unconscious or what he w1U1ted. He had only a vague conception of how 
to a.ct. But he knew that his father's life was false and meaningless., 
that his values were superf:i.ciru.. And so in the begirm.ing he did 
nothing more than get at1ay from his father. He went out west to work, 
not particularly in search of dignity so much as in an attempt to avoid 
associating -with that that was ttphonyn and insineere. Even a.t this 
lOibid~, P• 192. 
11 Ibid. , p. .218. 
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stage of his life he felt that dignity was incompatible with the type 
of dishonosty found in his father. He roamed from one phice to another, 
always sensing t,hat something 'Was missing~ He did notj realize that he 
cou.1d not find happiness without feeling a hannoey with his family. 
liJhen he returned home, we see him t,ry:ing ·time after time to destroy 
Willy's world of fancy and to :make him face reality. Bi:r.f w.rmted no · 
part of his father's lies, for he understood that a man could not find 
dignity by denying ·t.he truth. But even when he came home it was obvious 
t,hat he was still, to some e.'lCtent, under the influence of his .fatherls 
values. He told his brother of his feeling of' guilt: 
Bi.ff: And Hhenever spring comes to where I am, I suddenl,y 
get the feeling., my God, I 1m not gett,inf a:nyvrhere ! What 
the hell ,mn I doing, playing around with horses, twenty-
eight, dollars a week! Pm thirty-four years old, I oughta 
be ma.kin' my ft1,ture.. That's when I come running home. 
And now, I get here, and I don't know what to do with my-
self. I've always made a point of not W'&S't.ing my life., .. 
and eve:cytime I come back here I know that all I've done 
is to waste my life.12 
With a· false sense of duty he promised his mot.her that he would get a 
job and work earnestly to ple~ise his father. But his pri111acy goal was 
to force his father t.o face reality. It was Biff who had the courage 
to remove the rubber hose .from the basement. He did everything possible 
to shatter Willy's dr<1mn world. At this t-ime he began to real:Lze that 
his own life had been meaningless and petty. He told Happy: 
Biff: Hot.r the hell did I ever get the idea I was a sales-
:man there? I even believed :myself 'that l'd been a sales-
man .for him! And then he gave me one look and--I realized 
what a ridiculous lie my whole life has been! We 1ve been 
talkirig3in a dream for fifteen years. I was a shipping 
clerk. 1 
12-h·d 1..1 ., P• 139. 
13rhid., P~ 197. 
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But to realize this himself and live in accordance with the truth was 
not enough. He felt it neces~ary to make his rather understand. And 
so, oblivious to the entreaties of Happy and his mother, he told his 
father that their relationship had been false and insincere. With 
determination he revealed to his father the truth. When Willy pro-
tested., Biff's zeal was increased: ttAll right, phony! Then let's lay 
it on the line. 1t14 He tried to make his father understand the truth, 
t,hat which meant more than anything to Bif.f. In talldng to Happy he 
asserted that nthe man ffiilli/ don't know who we are! The man is gonna 
know!nl5 Biff, in a. desperate attempt to make his father come to grips 
with reality, confessed his private thoughts and actions: 
Biff: Now hear this, Willy, this is me. 
Willy: I know you! 
Bif'f: You knotr why, I had no address .for three months? 
I stole a suit in Kansas City and I was in jail. • • I 
stole myself out of every good job since high school! 
Willy: And whose fault is that? 
Biff': And I never got anywhere because you blew me so 
.full of hot air I could never stand taking orders from 
anybody! That's whose fault it is! 
Willy: I hear that! ••• 
Biff: It's goddam time you heard thatt I had to be 
boss big shot in two weeks, and I'm through with it! 
Willy: 'l'hen hang yourself! For spite, hang yourself'! 
Bitf: ?fo! Nobody's hanging himself, Willy! I ran down 
· eleven flights with a pen in my hand today. And suddenly 
I stopped, you hear me? And in the middle of that off'iee 
building, do you hear this? I stopped in the raidd1e of 
that building and I sa.w--the sky .. I saw the things that 
-14 ,-, Ibid., P• 21;.,. 
15Ibid., P• 216. 
I love in this world. The work and the food and time to 
sit and smoke. And I looked at the pen and said to my-
self, What the hell am I grabbing this for? Why am I 
trying to become what I don't want to be? What am I 
doing in an office, making a cont,emptuous, begging fool 
of :myself, when all .I want is out there, waiting for me 
the minute I sny I knaw who I am! Why can•t I say that, 
Willy? ••• Pop! I'm a dime a dozen, and so are you! ••• 
I run not a leader of men, Willy, and neither are you. 
You were never anything but a hard working drummer who 
landed in the ash can like all the rest of ·them! I'm one 
dollar an. hour, Willy! I tried sevtm states and couldn't 
raise it. A.. buck an hour! Do you gather my meaning? I'm 
no·!; bringing home any prizes any more, and you're going to 
stop waiting £or me to bring them home! 
Willy, directly to Biff: You ·1rengeful., spiteful mut! 
Biff, a:'r, the peak or his fury: Pop, I 1 m nothing l I 1 m 
nothing, Pop~ Ca11 1 t you understand that? There ts no 
sp:i.te in it any more. I'm just. what I am., that's all • 
• • • Will you let :me go, for Chr:i.st' s sake? Will you 
take that6phony dre&11 and burn it ·before something 
happens ?l · 
Bil'f did everything within his power to make the truth apparent to 
Willy. He abhorred falsity; he had to aet in .ae,cordance with what he 
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conceived to be morally right. The effect was, of course, disastrous., 
for it resulted in the death of Willy .. But Bi.ff, at any cost., felt that 
he r.mst fre.e himself from the shackles of falsehood and assert his in-
divi.duality. That is, he was determined to live in accord.."Ulce w:ith his 
true l'lature. 
A man silnilar to Bi.ff in his respect £or the truth is Jolm Proctor 
in !fill Crucible. This pla.y takes place in Sal.em .in 1692. The illness 
0£ tlte daughter or the local :minister, Reverend Pa.rris, is the inciting 
action. The idea that perhaps she was under the influence of witches 
led to much talk of 1dtchcraft. Ministers and clergymen from other 
towns ·were brought in to diagnose the case and determine whether there 
were any grounds to believe that Pa.r.ris's daughter was under 'the spell 
~-----~---------
.. · 1Q_Ibid., PP• 216-17. 
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of witches. It was discovered that :many children had been dancing in 
the .forest on the previous night; among them was Farris's daughter. 
The girls, to avoid punishment, maintained that they were under the 
control of' an evil power. Finding that this made a. considerable inrpres-
sion on the clergy, they began accusing · innocent people of td tchcraft. 
'l'he accusations were upheld by many people in the connn.unity who would 
profit financially if their rivals were condemned as 1-dtches.. The 
ttcry:tng outn of witches was r.9.lllpant and no one was safe from the caprice 
of the girls. The leader of these girls, Abigail., had recently been 
' 
employed in the home of John Proctor. She had been dismissed by Proctor1s 
uife aft,er she had been caught making love ·with John. For this reason 
Abigail was particularly desirous of accusing John's wife, thus elimi-
nating ·t;he obstacle standing in her way of becoming the lover it not 
the wife of Proc·tor. Soon Goodie Proctor was accused and brought to 
trial. This so infuriated Proctor that he fo.rced h.is new servant, one 
of the girls who was 11 crying outn the ·witches, to go to court and admit 
the absurdity and falsity o.f the witch hunt. This she did, but at 
court. the officials :intimidated her with threats of perjury, and the 
girls themselves rejected her. In desperation she turned against 
Proctor and "confessed't that he was allied with the devil. .Proctor, 
himself in despair by nm'v', claimed that Abigail was nothing but a whore. 
He conf.essed his sin ~tlth her and attempted to make the court realize 
her interest in the proceedings. When Goodie Proctor was presented to 
testify why she dismissed Abigail., she., to save her husband I s reputation, 
refused to adrnit that Proctor had had an affa:i.r w.:i.th Abigail. Too late 
did she discover that her husband had already confessed. Proctor was 
charged with -witchcraft and condemned to die. All or the c:ondermed 
people were given the opportunity to confess an alliance ·with the devil 
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and go free. Proctor, thinking that he was evil, considered making this 
confession for he knew :i.t was wrong to abjure his belief in God by 
signing the confession. He felt that it was not right f'or him to be 
among the 11saintsu that were a.bout to die. And so he did sign o. written 
conf.ession that he had seen the devil; but when he was told that it must 
be made public, lle tore it to pieces in a fury, refusing to permit his 
name to be sullied in this :ma:nner.. He went to his death ,courageously. 
The ability to act courageously was the essence of Proctorts 
character. Nearly all that he did was in hamoey with his strong set of 
moral convictions. All of his actions stemmed from his opposition to 
the n.-dtch11 trials, :for he knew they were evil and unjust. The first 
action he took to combat the proceedings of the court was to remonstrate 
with Mary Warren, his servant. He tried to make her understand that 
nit's strange work for a Christian girl to hang old women1u17 Next, 
when he was visited by Reverend Hale, who challenged his Christian 
character, he tried to explain that Abigail, the instigator of' the 
charges, admitted to him that there was no witchcraft involved. Hale 
was astonished. His conviction that the trials were just and honest 
remained, but it was obviously shaken~ When asked if he would testify 
in court, Proctor replied, rtI--had not reckoned with goin' into court. 
But if I must I vrlll. nl8 Proctor's compulsion to act for what he believed 
to be right was strengthened when his ·wife was arrested by the court. 
He was openly defiant. to the officers of the court who came to.arrest 
her. He ripped up the warrant in contempt and refused to submit his 
w-".i..f e to such degradat,ion. Hale attempted to calm hi.In, but he was 
17Tuid., P• 268. 
18 ·Ibid., P• 275. 
adamant: 
Hale: Proctor, if she is iimocent., the court--
Proctor: If she is innocent! .Why do you never wonder 
if Parl"is be innocent., or Abigail? Is the accuser always 
holy now? Were they born this morning as clean as God's 
fingers? ! 111 tell you what's walking SaJ.em..--vengeance is 
walking Salem. We are what we always were in Salem., but 
now the little crazy children are jangling the keys of' the 
kingdom, and COilllllon vengeance writes the law! This war-
rant 1 s vengeance! I'll not give my wife to vengeancetl.9 
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But Proctor was forced to let his wife go. The fact that his wife was 
arrested infuriated him. At court he confessed that he had had sexual 
relations with Abigail, and that the key -witness in the name o:f Ood was 
a whore. But when the charge was dismissed as false., Proctor hilnself 
was --accused of trafficking with the devil and condemned to death. 
It is during the last fS\'1 hours, when Proctor was faced with :im-
minent death, that he showed his character at its best. He finally 
consented to sign a. confession, .for he deera.ed it fitting that he, a 
sinner, should do that which was wrong and evil. He felt that he did 
not have the strength to do what was right., that is, accept death. But 
when he was made to understand ·that the confession was to be made public, 
he refused to assent to such disgrace. Do what they might to him., he 
would not permit his narne to be defiled: 
Proctor: You came to save my soul, did you no·t? Here! 
I have confessed myself; it is enough! 
Danforth: You have not con-
Proctor: I have confessed :m:ysel.f ! Is there no good 
penitence but it be public? God does not need my name 
upon the church! God sees :my nmne; God knows how black 
my sins are! It is enough! • • • You ·will not use me! I 
run no Sarah Good or Tituba, I run John Proctor! It is no 
part of salvation that you should use mel ••• I have three 
l9Ibid., P• 281. 
children--how may I teach them to walk like men in the 
world, and I sold my friends? · 
Danforth: You have not sold your friends--
Proctor: Beguile me not! I blacken all of them when 
t his is nailed to the church the ver,.J day they hang for 
silence! 
Danforth: Mr. Proctor, I must have good and legal proof 
that you-
Proctor: You are the high court, your word is good enough! 
Tell them I confessed myself; say Proctor broke his knees 
and wept like a woman; say what you will, but my name can-
not-- •.• 
Danforth: Why? Do you mean to deny this confession when 
you are free? 
Proctor: I mean to deny nothing! 
Danforth: Then explain to me, Mr. Proctor, why you will 
not let--
Proctor, with a cry of his whole soul: Because it is my 
name! Because I cannot have another in my life! Because 
I lie and sign myself to lies! Because I am not worth 
the dust on the feet of them that hang! How may I live 
with my name? I have given you my soul; leave me my name! 20 
Proctor wanted his name, his individuality. This meant more to him 
than his life. He was willing to sacrifice everything in order to 
maintain his integrity. He acted in accordance with what he believed 
to be right, regardless of the consequences. This, to Proctor, was 
dignity. 
In ! ~ .f!:.2!!! the Bridge we' find the s:;une basic theme--a 
protagonist who was desperately struggling for dignity. The play 
centered around :Eddie Carbone: his repressed love for his niece and 
his antagonism toward Rodolpho, the younger of the two Sicilian immi-
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grants livil,g with Eddie and his family. Catherine, Eddie's niece , was 
20Ibid., PP• 327-28. 
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an adolescent who wanted to go out and .find a job. Eddie, wanting to 
protect her, found objections to all her plans. He would not admit that 
she ir.ilB growing up and no longer needed his protection~ At this time 
two relatives of his wife ma.de a.n illegal entry in·l;o the United States 
froni Sicily to make some money with imich to support themselves and 
their fronily back home. Mareo, a tall, pm.reri'ul :man, was respected and 
liked by everyone, Rodolphe, his younger brother, did not meet irlth 
such unanimous approval. He was more effeminate, both in appearance 
and actions. Not only did he joke and sing, he cooked and even sewed. 
Catherine was immediately attracted to him, but Eddie disliked him. 
1'11'hen Eddie saw that Catherine had a real and growing aff eetion for 
Rodolpho, he atterapted to poison her against hiln. He said that this 
foreigner only wanted a. :means to become an American, that he t-ra.s not 
really concerned for Catherine. But his wiles had no effect. Finally, 
in desperation, he reported the two brothers to the Immigration Bureau. 
As they were arrested, Marco reviled him and spit in his face. Eddie 
was infuria:ted and wanted revenge. Meanwhile, Catherine had agreed to 
marry Rodolpho, and Marco was released on ~ole to attend t,he wedding. 
Eddie challenged him and Marco responded. When Fddie pulled out a 
knife, Marco was able tot-urn the blade inward and drive it home. E.dd:ie 
fell dead in the street. 
We are horrified at the extremes to which F.ddie went in his at.tempt 
at fulfillment, an attempt whi.ch uJ.timately led to his death. There 
were many examples throughout the play that indicated his compulsion to 
a.ct in the face of what seemed to degrade hirn. His treatment of 
Rodolphe show·ed his fear that h.e, a strong and rugged man, would be 
superseded by the effeminate Sicilian ~s_the protector of Catherine. 
He fought with all his power to prevent this fro1n happeni.ng. He 
ridiculed Rodolphe before Catherine, he degraded him, and finally, 
seeing that he had failed to affect, Catherine1 s affection for him, he 
attempted to poison her against Rodolphe: 
Catherine: What 1ve you got against him, F<ldie? Please 
tell me. What? 
Eddie: He don't respect you •••• Katie, he 1s only bowin' 
to his passport. 
Catherine: His passport! 
Eddie: That's right. He marries you he's got the right t,o 
be an American citizen. 'fhat • s what 1 s goin' on here. ( She 
is puzzled tmd surprised.) You understand what I'm tellin 1 
you? The guy is lookin1 for his break, that's all he's 
lookin' for.... Is that a workin' Ilk'Ul? What does he do 
with his first, money? A snappy new jacket he buys, reco:rds, 
a pointy pair new shoes and his brother's kids are starvin' 
over there 1-rl.th tuberculosis? That's a h:tt ... a.nd··l''tni guyii 
baby; he's got bright lights: in his head, Broadway. 
guys don't think .of nobody but theirself! You marry him and 
the next t:ime you see him itr11 be for divorce! 
Catherine: No, I don 1t, believe it .•.. He loves me! 
.Eddie, with deep alarm: Don't say that., for Godts sake! 
This is the oldest racket in the country--... They been 
pullin' this since the Immigration Law was put in! They 
grab a green ldd that don't know nothin 1 and they--
Catherine, sob~ing: I don't believe it and I wlsh to hell 
you'd stop it! 
When Eddie saw that this was failing, he tried a n.ew tactic: he went 
to see a lawyer about the legality of hi.-5 niece marrying a boy that 
a ain't right. n Here, too, he failed to .find a satisfactory solution, 
for there was no law tha:t could be applied. Next he tried to humiliate 
Rodolpho in front of Catherine. One time, while 11 teachirig 11 him to box, 
he staggered him with a hard blow to the head. On another occasion he 
kissed Rodolpho to :mock his effeminacy. But it was to no avail. 
Catherine's feelings were unchanged. Finally, in despair, he reported 
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the brothers to the Immigration Bureau. He knew that such an action 
violated the moral code by which_he and his friends lived; reporting 
illegal immigrants was the most loathsome act that could be done. But 
he was so obsessed with the fear of being degraded that this consideration 
seemed insignificant. He wanted his dignity at any price. The final 
insult that turned him into a raging beast was Marco's response to his 
betrayal. When Marco cursed him and spit in his face., Eddie was driven 
like a ferocious animal to retaliate against this degradation. He 
wanted his ''name. n Marco had to apologize; only this would satisfy 
E:idie. 
Eddie: Wipin1 the neighborhood with my name like a dirty 
rag! I want my 2~e, Marco. Now gimme my name and we go 
to the wedding. 
:Ea.die died fighting .for his dignity. His ttname11' was his most important 
possession. When he had lost his "name,'-' he had lost his identity. 
All of the characters in this study, to varying degrees, are men 
who struggle. p:21.ssionately for a sense of worth. None of them are Pru-
i'roeks who are paralyzed, into passivity. Instead, they assail with an 
astonishing force that which seems to stand in their way. From Joe 
Keller to Eddie Carbone we see men who are struggling for a sense of 
dignity. Their actions are quite different., but they a.re directed at 
the same thing--finding dignity. But this is not to be had for the 
asking. All 0£ the men are not entirely successful in achieving what 
they so zealously pursue. Whether or not these characters secured a 
sense or worth, and if so., to what extent, needs to be determined. 
22Ibid., P• 438. 
CHAPfER IV 
CONCLUSION 
In the previous chapters it was determined that al.l of' the 
characters o.f this study desired dignity. Although their respective 
concepts or it differed considerably, they all wanted to find a sense 
of worth. It was shown, too, that these men all acted to secure this 
dignity. None or them submitted passively to a challenge to their 
sense of self-respect. They struggled against that which opposed them. 
Now the problem inevitably arises: did these men actually find dignity? 
Did they discover a sense of wort:.h? The question is not easily an-
swered, for the extent to whieh these men succeeded varies fr01n character 
to character. Some found what they were seeking.; others failed dis-
mally. But in either case there was a. eert,ain nobility in their effort 
itself, regardless of its success. With this in mind., le't us exaraine 
the characters individually. 
Joe Keller was interested in ;a:ttaining t,he respect and love of his 
family by reaching a harm.onious relationship with his wife and son .. 
The wants, the needs, the sufferings o:t." the rest of manklnd were beyond 
his imagination; so he concei"ned himself with gaining the admiration of 
his family. For quite some time he was successful. But when he was 
faced 'With financial ruin, he acted ignobly and dishonestly to maintain 
what he thought was his dignity. Because he transgressed a moral -law, 
the results were disastrous. No longer did he have the r0al respect of 
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his i-d.fe, who · 1mew the truth of his actions. And as soon as Chris 
discovered the truth, Joe lost a.11 sense of self-respect. His family 
turned aga.i.nst him. Th:i.s, of course, meant utter defeat to him. He was 
shorn of his last shred of respect. His suicide is ample proof of this. 
In one last effort he tried to do something noble--kill b.imself'--but the 
result was ineffectual. His suicide was meaningless. And so it is not 
difficult to deter.mine that Joe did not secure the dignity that he so 
arduously fought for. His willingness to act dishonestly stripped him 
of that which he prized most, his sense of worth. 
Chris, his son, was quite different. '.throughout the play he was 
interested in living in accordance with what he conceived to be the 
truth. He understood meaningful values in life, such as love, honesty, 
and· courage, and attempted to incorporate them into a code by which to 
live.. He could not be shaken from his convictions. It is in this 
courage and honesty that we .find a basis for real dignity in Miller• s 
characters. The fact that ,foe violated his code of ethics did not in 
any way alter Chris's adherence to it,.. Chris was .forced, instead, to 
condemn his fat.her' s actions. The ties between father and son melted 
before Chris's burning desire to do that which was right. His moral 
convictions did not yield. Because of this, it can be said that Chris 
attained the dignity that he was struggling f'or. His fight f'or dignity, 
however, was costly--his mother suffered mentally and his .father com-
mitted suicide--but the fight was successful. The price he paid only 
made· his dignity more precious ;to him. 'l'he fact that. Chris maintained 
a sense of worth is what is significant. 
Willy Loman was not so successful as Chris in attaining his goals. 
To Willy, dignity lay in the ability to be "well-liked.fl Success and 
popularity were the key ·to a sense of worth. And so throughout ; : :., 
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his life he strove to secure them. Because of tllis he lost sight of 
more meaningfu1 values. He was caught up by these false values to such 
an extent, that he was helpless to free himself from ·them. He concocted 
a world of fancy to compensate for the defeats he was suffering in life. 
Throughout his life he lived in bewilderment and confusion, never really 
understanding his relationship to other men. As Biff said at Willy's 
grave, ttHe never knew who he was.nl 'fhis is the essence of the problem: 
Willy never looked at himself honestly, never saw the discord between 
his real nature and the life he was pursuing. Arthur Miller commented 
on this failure: 
Willy Loman in Death o.f a Salesnum wE:,nt through the sa:me 
process f:i,.s Proctoi:7,-but,~ause he had lost Proctor1s 
sense of personal inviolability and had yielded completely 
to every pressure, he nev<!'Jr .found ,:,ut tvho he was.2 
Willy saw that he had lost his se:nse of dignity; this was one reason 
for his suicj_de. He saw at the last one .final chance to gain the love 
and respect of his son. ·wu1y was almost transfigured by his mot,j;•,.,·e in 
suicide, but because he obviously died che1"isM.ng hts f~lse ideals., it 
was nearly meaningless. The small d~~gree of' dignity that ha did .acquil:•e 
was gained by sacrificing for his son, but because the sae:r.if,ice was 11ot · 
a worthy one., he actually ±'ailed to gain the sense of worth he so des-
perately sought. 
Bit£ was much more similar to Chris than to Willy in respect to 
the extent to which he attained dignity. As soon as B-'.d'f understood 
t...11.at his father was a "phony., u h.e set out on his mm to see the world. 
While working on farms i.n the west, he ca:me · to the. realization that he 
lcollected Plays, p. 221. 
2Hewes, nArthur Miller and How He Went to the Devil/1' p. 25. 
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was happy living a simple and wholesome life. He further real:i.zed that 
·t.he demands of societ,y often produced suffering and unhappiness in 
people. But he could not make his father understand ·!;his that was so 
evldent ·t.o him. Although this effort contributed to his father's death, 
Biff was doing what he knew was right. Because he lived in accordance 
with truth, he secured dignity. In ot,her words, he found who he was. 
He accep·ted the fact that he was not meant to be a great man, or even a 
11 succ,essful11 or 11popular11 man. Willy never underst,ood this. And this 
was the essential difference between the two. Biff att.ained a sense of 
worth through his willingness to accept and live in accordance with his 
trne nature. Willy could not do this. He persisted in dreaming. 
Through Bif'f' s desire to find the truth and his unwillingness to cor11-
promise, he d_iscovered who he was; that is, he found dignity. 
Proctor was coinparable to Bi.ff in his consuming desirE3 to do what 
was right. Host of M,s ac't:i.ons indicated this. His aversion to 
Reverend Parris, his attenrpt to make his servtmt girl realize the in .. 
justice of the court proceedings, his utter contempt of the court, his 
confession of adultery--all these exemplified his moral character. His 
final action., when. he destroyed the confession of compl:icity with the 
devil., was the one in which he secured real dignity. He was able to 
discern what was petty and meaningless and to act in accordance with 
what he conceived to be right. Ar·~lmr Millc~r explained this in his 
co11m1errti on the play: 
Proctor acts and has to face the consequence of his actions. 
In so doing he discovers who he is. • • • That's what Proctor 
means near the end of the play when he talks about his 1tname. r1 
He is real!y speaking about his idEmt,it:r, which he cannot 
surrender. 
Proctor did achieve dignity. He was more successful than any- other 
character in this study in finding this sense of worth. This success 
is due to the extent to which he was willing_to go., the sacrifice of 
his life., to act· in accordance with what he believed. He died with 
respect and dignity, for he knew who he was.. 
Eddie., however, was not so successful .. Although, in et.feet, he 
also sacrificed his life to :maintain his 11na.me,n his death had little 
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meaning. That is., his conception of dignity did not embody a desire to 
act in accordance with his true nature. Instead it was the £ear of 
being stepped on and the need to assert himself. When Rodolpho won the 
love of Catherine, he was crestfallen.. But Marco's insults were an 
affront to his manliness, what he conceived of as his dignity. We are 
amazed at his reaction. In respect to this Arthur Miller commented: 
fl.~ from~ Bridge? is not designed.. primarily to draw 
tears or laughter from an audience but to strike a parti-
cular note of astonishment at the way in uhich, and the 
reasons for wl~ch., a man i·iill endanger and risk and lose 
his very life.4 
Eddie thought that he was defending his dignity by challenging Marco, 
and to a certain extent he did; but for the most part his death was 
meaningless. Because his values were shallow and petty, he never really 
achieved dignity. 
All o.r these characters found some degree or self-knowledge and 
integrity. In Joe Keller, Willy., and Eddie the awareness was super-
ficial. -None o:f these men ever discovered who he really was. The only 
dignity that these men discovered.,. shallow as it was, came from the 
f"act that they did struggle to become better, to assert their indivi-
4Art.hur Miller, !. ~ ~ the Brigge, (New York, 19.56).,. P• 18 of 
introduction. 
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duality. But because their actions were basically selfish, they failed. 
Chris, Biff, and Proctor, however, did acquire dignity. Their search 
was rewarded by self-fulfillment. .All three of these :men, at ·the end, 
knew who they were; they understood themselves in rela;tion to society. 
And this is due to a great extent to the fact that they were able to go 
beyond their selfish desires and acquire a 11feeling for the liTOrld,n to 
recognize smnething greater than the individual. The realizatior1 
resulted in' the death of Proc·tor, but Chris and Biff survived to accept 
the responsibility of living in accordance with their real nature. 
Now that the ext,ent to which these men triumphed has been det0X!r1ined, 
the q11estion arises: what do these conclusions sign.i..fy? What :l.s 1vaner 
trying ·to express by the i~reatment of his characters in the:ir struggle? 
First, it shows Millerts attit,ude toward man. By portraying man 
in his struggle for dignity, Miller seems to affirm h:ts belief in the 
perfect,ibility of :man. He shows this belief by confronting his charac-
ters Hith circumstances that, seem to deg1"ade them arnl then by causing 
them to fight, even to dea"th, to maintain or regain, as the ease may be, 
their dignity. In this sense Miller is an optimi,st.. Although some of 
his characters are ultimately defeated, the very fad, that they continue 
to struggle for dignity indicates 1'15.ller' s belief in the basic worth of 
man. It, is not the result of the struggle but, rather the fact that 
these men would sacrifice ever,ything, even their lives, to secure dig-
nity that is important. Man is no petty being without noble aspirations, 
ideals, or a des:'Lre for self-improvement. He need not be a sniveling 
coward. forced into' passi.vity by the futility of retalia:tirig against ad-
verse forces. Instead, man--common man-... is quite capable of asserting 
himself' and fighting .tor what is rightfully his. .And to the extent th.a.t 
he does struggle against degrading circumstances is he able to secure 
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dignity. There is something both awesome and admirable about a man who 
stands up., Prometheus-like, to assert his individuality and struggle 
for his sense of right. 
But not all o:f these charac'l:,ers achieve this integrity. This in-
dicates that laying down one's life for what he believes is not suffi-
cient. Something else is necessary--the intrinsic worth or universality 
of the goal for which the sacrifice is made~ That is, one must struggle 
.for that which is truly meaningful if dignity is to be achieved. Miller 
is .saying that men must realize an obligation to live in accordance 'With 
their real nature. This obligation embodies the knowledge that man is 
one with all others, that only through hamo:ny and love can fulfillment 
be achieved. For this reason Joe, Willy, and Eddie fail to acquire a:rry 
real dignity. But Chris, Biff, and Proctor succeed,. for they at the 
end can identify with all men. This, in ·effect, is understanding who 
one is. The answer is made apparent only to Chris, Biff, and Proctor. 
They discover the truth: all men are brothers. This realization is 
essential to dignity. 
Second, Miller is attempting to show that the present state of 
man• s moral turpitude is at least partially due to the corrupt:i.ng in-
fluences of our society. He is dealing wi t,h the relationship of man to 
society. For this reason he has been called nour- one important social 
dra.ma:tist. u> He is not so interested in the psychological implications 
of a si"tua.tion as is his contemporary, Tennessee Williams; Miller is 
priinarily concerned with the social implications. Willia.ms seems mu.ch 
rao:re interested in delving into a psychological analysis or abnormal. 
5Arthu:r Miller, The Crucible, (New York, 1959), P• xi of llintro ... 
ductionn by Richard Watts, Jr. 
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individuals than in dealing with any social problems. In typical plays 
such as A Streetcar Wained Desire, The Rose 1rattoo, and Cat on a Hot Tin ·----- -- . -------
Roof, to name but three, no social questions a.re broached. On the other 
hand, Miller, although certainly concerned with a realistic portrayal of 
his characters, is also obviously interested in ·the social problems 
present in any given situation. Many difficulties that Miller's charac-
ters face stem .from their conflict with social values. Joe Keller and 
Willy no less than Proctor are destroyed by their environment .. In 
another society these men would not have met with the same fate. What 
Miller is saying in The Crucible is obvious. It is not so much an 
attack on the specific values of society as i·t is a condemnation or 
those forces that inhibit individuality and intellectual growth. In 
!,g ![ ~ and ~~t_h ,2! ! Salesman the target is somewhat different .• 
In these he shows men being destroyed by a.sswning the delusive values 
of a materialistic society. The image of success for Joe and Willy is 
merely a reflection of the values of society. Both men transgress 
obvious moral laws in their obsessive desire for acceptance. Miller, 
doubtless, is saying that a man cannot find dignity while at the sam.e 
time embracing these .false values. 
Miller's desire to treat the dignity of man in his plays indicates 
that he is one of' the most serious dramatists in the world today. None 
of his contemporaries in the United States-Odets, Hellman, Williams, 
Inge--ha.ve confronted the question of man•s dignity so .squarely.. I 
think that it is his preoccupation with hum.an dign.ity and his position 
on it, the position that I have examined in this paper., that has con-
tributed greatly to his reputation in the Ameriea.n thea:tre. 
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